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Me myself I 
(many long years before Mr 1300BC counselled that life and death share the same breath, before I 

understood what it is to die before dying, this teenage self’s concern for her future is understandable) 
 

 
 
approach to eighteen (1980) 
 
there is a fog tonight 
a mist so heavy that  
I cry out loud and  
receive only an echo  
the walls enclose me  
I am absorbed within 
can anyone see  
out 
if I could penetrate  
the darkness I would walk  
alone unaided but  
my brain is stifled and  
my tongue epileptic confusion  
exists here more than there many  
surround me in delight but  
childish  
whims are long gone  
now the calendar shows  
me it doesn’t lie time  
has become the necessity  
in my search understanding  
is my only request and  
acceptance my inner  
craving 
I look to the  
future so near  
so far the present  
provides the highway  
please ask the train  
to wait longer yet I  
still am unsure of my  
destination 
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Natural Selection (1981) 
 
Bob Dylan’s on his night moves 
and Pete Seeger’s gone to  
heaven. 
So it’s either a nurse  
or St Peter and neither one  
cares. 
Numbing fingers pass over  
my brow and find their  
way  
to the soft spot. Skin  
parts. My brain lies  
exposed.  
The lies I told and  
sweetness perverted  
streams  
out in a flood of shame. Terminal  
obfuscation has destroyed the  
dream.  
A nightmare remains  
on the pillow along with the 
opium  
and stitches. Sympathy is rife.  
Self-pity too real. It all seemed to  
work  
out on TV. But this shan’t be  
a heroine’s death. Only a sick and  
sorry  
woman’s. Ugly and tumorous. 
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silent study (1982) 
 
Music – its rhythm and beat 
plays for the mind of the people  
and I feel itself 
myself  
as it dictates 
the pace and position  
of fingers onto page. Connection  
strong. 
 
The mute stares through an open window – 
chilly day with a hint of blue that keeps 
retreating from a world it no longer 
wants  
to be associated with 
ever. And a tree, leafless. Bare  
naked wood exposed to dull  
ravishment. 
 
An unsympathetic audience. 
 
Music fades, fingers slow. 
Salt cakes us as statues. But 
then the wind blows free and  
passes 
us on into that passage of time 
that breathes through airwaves to come 
and rest in unresisting ears. Mellow  
beat. 
 
A woman in white  
and burgundy – apart, shopping bag  
in hand, capability factor  
intact.  
Not of us. The chips oversalted, 
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stale and acceptable. And no soaps 
on the tele to take imagination 
further  
than a furtive wish for  
reconciliation and a smidgin of  
humour injected to no  
purpose. 
 
Sit stale mute, 
entertained. Chips and salt  
the suburban art of the bored. 
Saxes 
push us into lacklustre limelight, 
Max not smart at all, 
poor soul. A timeless affair 
guided  
through its water course where 
speed and pitch intensify, 
affecting product on  
page. 
Clarity lost in a hurried  
Performance of lovers. Sad,  
few moans. No good, less  
groans. 
 
Each lost in a singular quest. 
 
The woman in white  
and burgundy – disgusted, taste  
the vomit in her  
shopping  
bag – the son who couldn’t hold  
his emotion. Write  
to Dear Abby but don’t  
offer  
a solution, people better  
trained to do that. Stay out of the  
way, witness  
mute. 
 
Not by request but design. 
 
Now the turn of the tide sees  
posture experts, their wizened logic 
formulating the stance of a  
race.  
The mute watches, distanced,  
detached. No cash. Just music music  
music, manufactured enjoyment.  
No  
pleasure today, sir,  
can’t get it up.  
Go back, leave, away. 
Out  
to the sweat of the streets 
and the twisting skating blacks  
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who’ve had a few hundred  
years 
to come to terms with degradation,  
smelly gutters, basketball courts  
and a real jimmy’s  
world. 
The mute walks on, past  
black taffeta and ball tickets and a  
million dollar cheque payable in ten years too  
late.  
Tears but no words for  
him. Society treats as it is  
treated. Mute, no comprendes of the  
plight.  
Go home woman in white  
and burgundy – clean out  
a shopping bag of pain and teenage  
futility, 
settle back and see him next morning, 
uniform smart and tennis racquet  
exposed from a bag  
slung 
over a slouch. The vomit cleaned 
up, out and a woman 
in white and burgundy –  
satisfied. 
 
Hold me learned mute. Prepare me. 
 
 
 
 


